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can reach over a few hundred GBq. Open sources of
radiation are usually so called short-living isotopes.
Since they are used on daily basis, a need for a
continuous supply of the radioactive materials exists
(on weekly basis). Transportation phase is probably the
most sensitive phase because of possible accidents or
sabotage.

Radiological terrorism is a new term.
Legislation in the area of radiological safety is
considered complete and well defined, and based on
the present regulatory mechanism, work safety with
radiation sources is considered relatively high.
However, from time to time smaller accidents do
happen due to mishandling, loose of material (possible
stealing), etc.

Lately, the safety issue of ionizing sources is
becoming more important. In this matter we can
expect activities in two directions, one which is going
towards stealing and "smuggling" of radioactive
materials, and the other which would work or provoke
accidents at the location where the radiation sources
are.
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I Since 2003 The Janbazan Medical &
I Engineering Research Center in collaboration with

Tehran University has conducted a nationwide cancer
registry project among all Iranian Veterans with history
of exposure to mustard gas during 1980-1988 Iran Iraq
war.

This mixed cohort study has a retrospective
phase from the exposure time to 2003 and a
prospective phase from 2003 to 2013.
The main goal is to find any possible relationship
between exposure to mustard gas and developing
cancer as a long term health effect.

A total number of 7500 individual (both
military and civilians) with confirmed medical records
of exposure to mustard gas have been included in the
study to be compared with the same number of control
population as well as the statistics of the national
cancer registry system.

The follow up of all cases is being done as a
part of the national health monitoring program of the
Janbazan (veterans) organization.
In this report the latest findings of this project will be
presented.
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